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Introduction Appositives, such as the first clause in (1), contribute not-at-issue (NAI) content.
First Clause

Second Clause

(1) Appositive:

The square,

which is next to the filled triangle,

is dark blue

(2) Conjunction:

The square

is next to the filled triangle and

is dark blue

Researchers have observed that, as NAI content, appositives show distinct processing
properties from at-issue content. For example, it has been argued that they draw from separate
working memory resources than their surrounding at-issue content (Dillon et al., 2014, 2017).
Appositives also generally contain secondary information, and therefore do not contribute to
resolving the Question under Discussion (QUD) (Ginzburg, 1996; Roberts, 1996/2012; Simons
et al., 2010). Researchers debate whether appositives, as NAI content, contribute their truth
conditions to their containing sentence. Potts (2005) influentially proposed that appositives are
composed semantically separately from their containing sentence, and therefore do not
contribute their semantic truth conditions to it. Recent experimental evidence (Syrett & Koev,
2015), however, has provided support for an opposed view in which appositives contribute their
truth conditions to their containing sentence in a manner similar to conjunctions, e.g. (2), but
with a different update potential on the discourse context (AnderBois et al., 2010; Murray, 2010).
Experiments Three experiments directly compared sentences with appositive relative clauses
and conjunctions. Participants judged sentences to be either true or false descriptions of simple
shapes, and rated their confidence in their choices. All studies manipulated the first clause type
(appositive vs. conjunction), and the truth value of both the first clause (T or F) and the second
clause (T or F), for a 2x2x2 design. Each trial displayed a target sentence like (1) or (2) that was
true or false relative to two common shapes shown above the sentence. The context was
controlled by including an explicit QUD above each target sentence. Exp. 1 showed that under
a general QUD (What can you tell me about the shapes?) participants judged sentences to be
true only when both clauses contained true information (Fig. 1). In Exp. 2, the QUD targeted
only the final clause (What color is the square?). Participants split on whether they behaved as
in Exp. 1, or chose to disregard the appositive and conjunct containing the non-relevant
information. This resulted in nearly 50% true responses when the first clause for both clause
types was false and the second clause was true (Fig. 2). In order to rule out an interpretation of
Exp. 2 under which participants scanned sentences without comprehending them, Exp. 3
replicated Exp. 2 with the inclusion of a verbatim memory recognition task. High performance in
recognition—mean response 90% (±1.02%) correct—confirmed that participants were reading
the full sentences. Importantly, in all experiments participants treated appositives and
conjunctions identically with respect to their effects on the truth of their containing sentence
(Figs.1, 2, 3): while participants showed individual variation in ignoring clausal content when it
contained QUD-irrelevant information, they were uniform in their individual strategies across
appositive and conjunct clauses and were highly confident (Figs. 4 & 5).
Conclusion Our results suggest that comprehenders, when engaging in goal-oriented behavior,
can selectively attend to or upweight the content of some clauses over others. These findings
may lend further support to a view under which appositives can be stored or evaluated in
isolation from their containing sentences (Dillon et al., 2014, 2017). However, we show that not
only appositives were able to be backgrounded for the purposes of comprehenders' overall
evaluation of a sentence: conjunct clauses were as well. Because conjuncts are not considered
to contribute NAI content, this backgrounding property is best explained under accounts of
attention-allocation and goal-directed behavior at the level of the speech act. Future research
directions can investigate this further by looking for other environments in which at-issue content
appears to behave in a way that has been previously ascribed only to not-at-issue content.

Fig. 1. Experiment 1 truth judgments for
appositives and conjunctions under general
QUD. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval. Nsub=48 Nitem=80.

Fig. 2. Experiment 2 truth judgments for
appositives and conjunctions under specific
QUD. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval. Nsub=48 Nitem=80.

Fig. 3. Experiment 3 truth judgments for
appositives and conjunctions under specific
QUD, including verbatim memory task. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
Nsub=48 Nitem=80.

Fig. 4. Experiment 2 percentage true in False
True Conjunction condition, by participant.
Nsub=48, Nitem=10.

Fig. 5. Experiment 2 percentage true in False True
Appositive condition, by participant. Nsub=48,
Nitem=10.
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